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KARV is a strategic communications firm with a 
focus on corporate and financial communications, 
crisis management and public affairs/issues 
management. KARV helps clients achieve their 
legislative policy goals, anticipate and react quickly 
through focused intelligence-gathering and 
insightful counsel and ensure key decision-makers 
understand their positions and perspectives. We 
combine this capability with deep expertise in 
crafting and honing messages that present a client’s 
views in a compelling manner to the audiences that 
matter the most to a successful policy outcome.

About KARV Communications

§ Corporate Communications
§ Issues Management
§ Financial Communications
§ Crisis Management/Planning
§ Litigation Support Communications 
§ Reputation Management and Rebuilding
§ Media Relations and Thought Leadership 

Campaigns
§ Public Affairs/Government Relations
§ ESG and Sustainability Initiatives
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What We Do:Who We Are:



Voting Process Reform & Corporate Crossroads
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While corporations have historically preferred to operate 
outside of the political arena, the evolving social climate 
across the United States makes it increasingly difficult to 
do so. Current public discourse over voting rights, voting 
process reform efforts and electoral processes is no 
exception, with brands feeling immense pressure from 
employees, consumers, NGOs and politicians themselves 
to proactively communicate their position on the debate. In 
these highly-charged and hyper-partisan times, taking no 
action or remaining silent is a position in itself.  

Navigating such conversations and presenting your 
organization’s perspective can be extremely precarious 
and requires both a nuanced understanding of today’s 
complex challenges and a bespoke, sophisticated 
strategic communications strategy to not only protect, but 
to potentially enhance corporate reputation, engage with 
employees and consumers in an authentic and meaningful 
manner, and, ultimately, emerge as a stronger, more agile 
organization. 

Meet the needs of today and prepare for tomorrow

Current policies, 
social issues, 

employee 
concerns and 

political activism

Corporate 
reputation, 
business 

operations, 
products and 

services 

Strategic brand 
messaging and 
positioning on 

salient political 
issues



Snapshot: Voting Rights Reform Legislation 
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§ As of May 2021, there are over 389 bills across 48 state 
legislatures, that aim to reform existing voting policies.

§ While there are 880 bills across 49 legislatures that would 
expand voting policies, the restrictive bills continue to 
increase with as many as 28 restrictive laws already being 
enacted across 17 states. In Arizona, such enacted laws 
were upheld by the Supreme Court in June 2021.

§ Proposed measures aim to limit absentee mail-in voting, 
tighten voter ID requirements, limit voter registration 
process and implement voter roll purges. 

§ In response to Georgia’s policy changes, and others in states 
like Texas, Arizona, Iowa, Michigan, and Pennsylvania, a 
unified corporate response from influential businesses has 
followed, including a meeting between business leaders to 
oppose such restrictive voting bills.

Note: Map represents bills introduced as of April 2021.
Source: CNN (April 3, 2021)

Momentum around voting process/ballot reform legislation is not limited to Georgia and this hot-
button issue is being debated in many other states.

https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/03/politics/state-legislation-voter-suppression/index.html


What’s Being Said by Government Leaders and Advocates? 
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“Businesses and organizations have great power in their 
voices and ability to push for change.” - Senator Rev. Raphael 
Warnock (D-GA)

“Georgians - and all Americans - should fully understand what 
the MLB’s knee-jerk decision means: cancel culture and woke 
political activists are coming for every aspect of your life, 
sports included. If the left doesn’t agree with you, facts and 
the truth do not matter.” - Gov. Brian Kemp (R-FL)

“Corporations have to figure out who they are in this 
moment.” - Sherrilyn Ifill - President, NAACP Legal Defense 
Fund

“Our private sector must stop taking cues from the Outrage-
Industrial Complex. Americans do not need or want big business 
to amplify disinformation or react to every manufactured 
controversy with frantic left-wing signaling.” - Senator Mitch 
McConnell (R-KY)

“It’s going to take a national response by corporations to stop 
what happened in Georgia from happening in other states.” -
Stacey Abrams, Fmr. House Democratic Leader (GA)

“Why are we still listening to these woke corporate hypocrites?” -
Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL)



The Range of Corporate Responses
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An increasing number of business leaders and corporations are voicing their opinions on voting reform 
efforts underway across the country. 

§ Hundreds of organizations, including Amazon, BlackRock and General Motors and 
individuals such as Warren Buffett, released a statement on April 14 citing opposition 
to discriminatory legislation or measures that would restrict ballot access. 

§ Other major brands such as Target, LinkedIn, Starbucks have also expressed their 
condemnation of the restrictive voting measures. Similarly, Will Smith’s production 
company, Westbrook, has pulled its most recent film shoot from Georgia while Major 
League Baseball made the decision to move the 2021 All-Star Game to Colorado. 

§ Georgia-based corporations Coca-Cola and Delta Airlines, which previously 
condemned the Georgia law as unacceptable after it passed, declined to sign the 
statement. Home Depot, also headquartered in Georgia, declined to sign on as well. 

§ In Texas a new group, “Fair Elections Texas”, counting HP, Microsoft, Unilever, 
Salesforce, Patagonia and Sodexo as members, opposes “any changes that would 
restrict eligible voters’ access to the ballot. National organizations like the Civic 
Alliance and the Leadership Now Project helped to organize the effort.

§ Microsoft has expressed its major concerns with the Georgia law, but has not 
changed its plans for a major hub in Atlanta. 

Source: NYTimes (April 14, 2021)

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/14/business/dealbook/ceos-voting-rights.html


Keys to Navigating the Challenge
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Messaging and Positioning Advisory – Counsel on determining what specific action, positioning and messaging are best aligned with 
your brand and how to articulate the enterprise’s views and actions to the media and stakeholders. Understand that taking no action is 
a position itself which will require an appropriate rationale for use with external and internal audiences.

Corporate Communications – Engage with internal stakeholders, such as human resources, Investor Relations, Government 
Relations, Marketing, Legal, Supplier Relations and other relevant teams to ensure sufficient buy-in and consensus. Be familiar with 
the competitor landscape related to this topic.

Public Affairs – Engagement with key policymakers, organizations and advocates is fundamental to issues management and 
anticipating potential reactions and gathering feedback.

Media Engagement – Prepare for potential increased scrutiny and inquiries form media outlets and be thoroughly prepared to utilize 
trained executives as spokespeople. Capture all activities related to promoting voter education and civic engagement. 

Crisis Planning – Communicating perspectives and taking action in a national debate requires rapid, agile decision-making, careful 
monitoring of stakeholder feedback, and constant re-assessment of strategic approach. Competitors and external constituents may 
voice criticism.  As such, it is crucial to review existing crisis protocols and enhance or design a comprehensive crisis communications 
plan tailored to your organization’s needs.
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